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Visitor Studies

 Used to learn about visitors to museums, zoos

 Who visits, why, what do they learn?

 Important to understand: 

 how visitors interact with the animals and the 
exhibits

 how to enhance experience for visitors

 amount and type of knowledge gained during visit. 

 crucial in promoting education and conservation of 
animals and the environment 



Woodland Park Zoo

 Founded in 1899

 One of the most popular destinations in Seattle 

for both local, international visitors

 Focus on education, conservation

 Gorillas one of the most popular exhibits



WPZ Gorillas

 Two Troops

 2 males, 8 females, 1 juvenile female

 Introduction of 3rd male fall 2009

 Study exhibit before introduction of 3rd male, 

rearranging of troops

 No recent study on how visitors interact with 

gorillas, exhibit





Exhibit

 Exhibit broken up into four zones or 

viewpoints: 

 Zone 1: Bronze sculptures of a gorilla 

troop/family.

 Zone 2: Viewing window for Troop Two. 

 Zone 3: Overlook into Troop One’s enclosure. 

This viewpoint provides limited visibility.

 Zone 4: Main viewing window for Troop One. 
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Methodology

 Performed unobtrusive observations on 100 visitor 
groups in the gorilla exhibit from 26 June to 9 August 
2009, during the busiest time of year for the zoo. 

 Recorded time spent by visitors in the exhibit overall, 
as well as time spent in different areas of the exhibit; 
comments made by the visitors; use of signs, videos 
or a presentation by volunteer/staff.

 Visitor characteristics such as group type (adults only 
vs. family, etc.), and estimated ages of children. 

 Visibility of the gorillas and their behavior during the 
visitor’s stay in the exhibit. 

 Gorillas were visible 100% during the time observed.







Visitors
 Most common group was families with children between 5 and 8 

years old.

 Most common age of kids were toddlers/infants (31%), compared 
to 23% early elementary, 18% later elementary, 15% preschool, 
14% teens.

Group Type Frequency

Family with kids under 18 71%

Adult only group 22%

Teen group 7%

Total 100%

 72% of visitors viewed both troops.



Use of exhibit, signs

 Visitors stayed in exhibit nine minutes on average.

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

# of 

visits 

recorded

35 88 58 87

Mean 

(in min)

2.07 3.32 1.85 3.92

Time spent in different areas of the exhibit

 Most signs read for no longer than 10 seconds.

 The most commonly read signs were the troops’ 

biographies. 

 Both frequently read for more than a minute. 



Visitor Behavior

 Certain behaviors correlate with learning in informal 
learning environments like zoos and museums. 

 54% of all visitor groups demonstrated behavior 
correlated with learning.

 Most common behavior recorded was a visitor 
making a comment about the gorillas’ behavior, 
body, or some other attribute about the gorillas 
(44%).

 “Look, the gorilla’s eating fruit. Do you eat your fruit?”

 “His hands are huge!” 

 “Say bye-bye to the gorillas.”



Interaction with gorillas

 Visitors’ length of stay 

was influenced by 

gorillas’ interactions 

with each other and 

their consumption of 

food, but not by the 

gorillas’ interactions 

with their environment.



Conclusions

 Were visitors learning?

 Behavior correlated with learning observed in majority of 
visitors.

 Information on signs read, re-iterated. 

 Most interested in animal-animal behaviors, life history of 
each gorilla, being able to ID each individual.

 Visitors most engaged by creating personal, one-on-
one connection with the animal.

 Recommendation: Promote personal connection with 
gorillas, other animals at zoo to promote learning, 
conservation.



Thanks
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